Campeggio – Ristoro
Via Fonte dei Cementi 67030 OPI (AQ) Tel/fax 0863.912233 info@lefoci.it www.lefoci.it

BOOKING CONFIRMATION




















Surname and forename
Street and city
N° Tel e fax
Email
Date of arrival ( after 04.00 pm )
Date of departure ( before 10.00 am)
N° roulotte ( double bed + single )
N. adults and children over three years
N° children under 3 Years
Amount (excluding heating) as per current price list.
Deposit equal to (50% of the total)[to be sent exclusively by postal order or bank transfer to
the address indicated above within or no later than 05 days from the sending of this. The
balance will have to be paid on arrival
Within the same period send back by fax or email this completed and signed, otherwise the
campsite will not take note of the booking.
In compliance with the hygiene and safety protocols for the Emergency COVID-19 in the
rented caravans there will NOT be blankets, pillows, pots and dishes. You will need to
have waterproof mattress covers. During the stay the guest is required to clean and
sanitize the structure daily including tables, chairs and umbrellas outside. The caravan
will be delivered in order cleaned and sanitized according to the hygiene and safety
protocols in force..
The caravan will be delivered in order and will have to be left in the same condition.
In case of no-show on the booking date, the caravan is free from the following day.
In case of early departure the client is obliged to pay the entire period of stay booked.
The subscription of this implies the implicit acceptance of the regulations of the campsite
exposed in the direction and visible on the website www.lefoci.it, an essential condition to
be admitted in the structure.
Pets are not allowed in the rental facilities.

Dear Sir We thank you for choosing us and inform you that the data you provide will be processed
for the sole purpose of confirming your booking. In compliance with the principles established by
the new European Regulation on personal data 2016/679 and the Code regarding the processing
of personal data (D. Lgs. 196/2003).
PLACE AND DATE

SIGNATURE
for the acceptance of the above conditions

Bank details
LE FOCI DI FERRAZZA C. & C SNC IBAN IT58J0832740670000000007981 Banca di Credito Cooperativo di Roma
Subsidiary AG.37 Pescasseroli SWIFT ROMAITRRXXX

